WHITEPAPER

ABOUT
Bomberman is a P2E minigame based on the binance smart chain.
Play & bet against other players and secure your spot on our daily
and weekly leaderboard prize pool!
Bomberman is one of the most played retro games when it comes
to the early 90’s!
We sometimes look back and dream about the good old days,
playing retro games and enjoying life to the fullest. That’s why we
set our goal to bring back BOMBERMAN and make it even more
creative and enjoyable! Playing BOMBERMAN and earning money at
the same time was never that easy before!
Choose between 1v1, 2v2, or a four-player rumble! Set your bet and
win the pool! Gather as many points as possible daily and or weekly
and secure yourself the best spot in our leaderboard while earning
some additional money! Having fun while making real cash was
never that easy!

https://t.me/bombermanofficial
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Bomberman Token is owned by it’s community,
making the Token completely rug-proof.
Through the development phase of the game, the
taxes ensure that liquidity is available for safe
construction.
Once the Bomberman Mini Game launches, the
taxes drop to 3% as at that point, due to the selfsustaining ecosystem, the project will need no more
equity.
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ROADMAP
Stage 1
Build Custom Token
Contract
Audit Contract
Website
Telegram + Twitter
Raise Brand Awareness
Private Sale 125 bnb

Stage 3

Stage 2
Poocoin Ads
Coinsniper listing + boost
Reddit cms daily post +
boost
Telegram + Twitter
marketing
Presale on Pinksale 175 HC
Start developing minigame
+ smart contract

Release Bomberman
Minigame
Influencer Marketing
Lower Transaction fees
to 3%
Organize Partnerships
and mini game events
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BOMBERMAN
The whole minigame, including the daily prize pools, betting system, etc will be
wholly automated and executed through a smart contract where we will put
another audit on top!
Once the Bomberman Mini Game launches, the taxes drop to 3% as at that point,
due to the self-sustaining ecosystem, the project will need no more liquidity.

www.bomber-man.io

There is a free playable version and a paid version of the minigame. In
the paid version, each person can bet an amount for their game and
play against another player with the same bet. For example, two people
play against each other, and both bet 0.1 BNB for the match. On the bet
amount will be another tax of 5%, which means each player needs to
deposit or pay 0.105 BNB. The winner of this round will get the prize
pool set up from each match.
That 5% bet-tax will be split 50/50 for the daily + weekly prize pool. To
qualify for the daily and or weekly leaderboard, only the „paid bet“ plays
will count with the points. 1 win = 1 point.
The minimum bet will be 0.01 BNB = 6$
After releasing the minigame, we will host some memorable days with
game events or tournaments where people can buy themselves in with
a ticket for a much larger prize pool. For example, imagine 1000 Players
would take place in a contest, and each ticket would be 0.1 BNB 1000 x
0.1 BNB = 100BNB Prize pool!
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HOW TO BUY
MetaMask allows you to set up a Binance Smart
Chain (BEP-20) Wallet, you can download
MetaMask as either a Web browser extension or
Mobile App for free!

Setup your account & add the Binance Smart
Chain to your network list.

Use Binance or another exchange to buy $BNB
and send it to your MetaMask Wallet Address.

Head over to PancakeSwap Exchange, connect your
MetaMask wallet. Head to the exchange page & input
the Bomberman Token contract address (to be
announced), set slippage to 11% and swap your $BNB
for $BOMB

www.bomber-man.io

SOCIALS
https://t.me/bombermanofficial
https://twitter.com/bomber_man_io
www.bomber-man.io

THANK YOU!

